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CHARACTERISTICS
The Insulfoil belongs to the Insulpanel family; it is a 
panel with the components of the Insulpanel classic 
but substitutes one of the sheets metal (interior 
or exterior ) for a polypropylene-based covering, 
reinforced with a fiberglass mesh; that is, a foil-type 
covering.

Insulfoil Roof
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Insulfoil is available in two versions: Insulfoil Roof and Insulfoil Wall.

  FEATURES INSULFOIL

FIRE TEST
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INSULFOIL

A) Dimensions

B) Joints

Unlike Insulpanel, Insulfoil is available in pieces 30ft 
in length (for panels with a thickness of 4” or less), 
up to 36 ft in length (for panels with a thickness of 
4” or more). The effective width for each panel is 40 
in for roofs and 46 in for walls.

On its exterior side for walls or roofs, the Insulfoil’s 
joints are similar to those in the Insulpanel; and on 
its interior side, it has an excess of foil, which folds 
to the inside of the joint between each panel.
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Joint details

Longitudinal overlap

Insulfoil

Sheet metal

On the transverse overlap, 
the joint is applied on-site 
in the same way as the 
Insulpanel, with the added 
convenience of cutting the 
foil film instead of a sheet 
metal
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C) Maximum loads,
weight and thermal
properties

1. MAXIMUM LOAD CHARTS FOR THE
INSULFOIL ROOF
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Calculation conditions:

1.- Steel’s yield stress = 2600 kg/cm² (37ksi). 
2.- Maximum allowed deflection of L/240. 
3.- Design based on the allowed stress criteria according to “Design of Foam Filled Structures” by John A. Hartsock and on the    
      AISI Cold-Formed Steel Specification 1996. 
4.- For wind loads, the stress was increased by 1/3 above the values of the allowed stress, as long as this load
      is not lower than the one required by dead and live loads, or by maximum deflections. 
5.- It is considered that the section’s total effectiveness is reduced (effective S).
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INSULFOIL

2 . MAXIMUM LOAD CHARTS FOR THE
INSULFOIL WALL

Calculation conditions:
1.- Steel’s yield stress = 2600 kg/cm² (37ksi). 
2.- Maximum allowed deflection of L/180.
3.- Design based on the allowed stress criteria according to “Design of Foam Filled Structures” by John A. Hartsock and on the AISI 
      Cold- Formed Steel Specification 1996. 
4.- For wind loads, the stress was increased by 1/3 above the values of the allowed stress, as long as this load is not lower than the  
      one required by dead and live loads, or by maximum deflections. 
5.- The values of the maximum loads are determined by the compression stress on the face.
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3. INSULFOIL’S  WEIGHT

M
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